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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

The growth in alternative modes of transportation is disrupting the automotive industry tremendously, especially
with millennial buyers.

As services such as Uber and Lyft emerge, vehicle manufacturers need to shift their strategies to cater to the
millennial demographic, whose travel habits have been greatly altered. However, all consumers are now traveling
differently as well, with one in seven claiming that mobility services have an affect on their vehicle purchasing,
according to Foresight Research.

"This group is critical to allow automakers to gauge the potential impact of alternative mobility options on future
vehicle purchases," said Chris Stommel, president of Foresight Research. "Mobility options were used by almost six
in ten new car buyers in the past year.

"Usage jumps to seven in ten Millennials and almost three-quarters of luxury brand buyers," he said. "A majority use
alternative transportation while travelling and about one-third when they are out for the evening.

"A small group uses them for day-to-day travel around town and errands."

Automotive purchasing
The digital age has drastically impacted how consumers behave, especially within the travel industry. With services
such as Uber, and public transportation becoming more user friendly with mobile applications and digital services,
consumers are more likely to take alternative methods to go from point A to point B.
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Uber's app

One in five millennials claim that the use and availability of alternative transportation impacts their decision to
purchase vehicles.

Automotive brands needs to increase their presence in alternative transportation, instead of competing with the
industry.

For example, Toyota Corp.'s Lexus made the most out of its  sponsorship for New York Fashion Week with a
customized fleet of vehicles by designers to transport guests to and from events.

Designers from NYFW and the alternative MADE show, known for helping up-and-coming creators, lent their
creativity in the development of wrapped vehicles. The campaign not only allowed attendees to arrive in style, but
also showcased prints that then appeared on fashion during the designers' shows (see more).
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Affluent consumers are both purchasing vehicles, while also using alternative transportation such as Uber or car
services. As per standard consumers, men make up the majority of alternative transportation users while women
only leverage these methods a little.

Uber partnerships
Many automotive brands are adopting partnerships with Uber to continue adapting through the disruption.

For instance, British automaker McLaren partnered with mobile app Uber in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, to bring the
innovative concepts of both brands to consumers and fans.

Uber users in the city were given a surprise when a McLaren vehicle pulled up to their designated location for their
taxi pick-up. The British automaker gave Uber consumers another shock when they were handed the keys to drive the
vehicle, leaving a user-friendly campaign that likely resonated with participants who unexpectedly interacted with
the brand (see more).

Foresight came to these conclusions by interviewing 5,893 recent auto buyers.

"Buyers indicate that use of mobility options will increase," Mr. Stommel said. "Almost one in five new auto buyers
expect to use alternative forms of transportation more often in the future, and that increases among Millennials, who
may serve as a bellwether. Certain brand buyers are more likely than the average buyer to expect an increase in
alternative transportation use moving forward, including Acura, Audi, BMW, Infiniti, Mazda, and Volkswagen."
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